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Pragmatic theories and computational models of reference must account for people’s frequent use of redundant color adjectives (e.g., referring to a single triangle as “the blue triangle”). The standard pragmatic view holds that the informativity of a referential expression depends on pragmatic contrast: Color adjectives should be used to contrast competitors of the same kind to preempt an ambiguity (e.g., between several triangles of different colors), otherwise they are redundant. Here we propose an alternative to the standard view, the incremental efficiency hypothesis, according to which the efficiency of a referential expression must be calculated incrementally over the entire visual context. This is the first theoretical account of referential efficiency that is sensitive to the incrementality of language processing, making different cross-linguistic predictions depending on word order. Experiment 1 confirmed that English speakers produced more redundant color adjectives (e.g., “the blue triangle”) than Spanish speakers (e.g., “el triángulo azul”), but both language groups used more redundant color adjectives in denser displays where it would be more efficient. In Experiments 2A and 2B, we used eye tracking to show that pragmatic contrast is not a processing constraint. Instead, incrementality and efficiency determine that English listeners establish color contrast across categories (BLUE SHAPES > TRIANGULAR ONE), whereas Spanish listeners establish color contrast within a category (TRIANGLES > BLUE ONE). Spanish listeners, however, reversed their visual search strategy when tested in English immediately after. Our results show that speakers and listeners of different languages exploit word order to increase communicative efficiency.
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In foundational work, Zipf (1949) proposed that language is shaped by the competing pressures of minimizing the production costs for the speaker and the comprehension costs for the listener. In the last two decades, Zipf’s principle of least effort has been formalized in information-theoretic terms and evaluated positively against the structure of linguistic representations (see also Givón, 1979), with research in cognitive science confirming that language is shaped by a pressure to minimize complexity and communicate efficiently (Kemp, Xu, & Regier, 2018; Gibson et al., 2019).

The idea that language is optimized for fast, easy, and reliable information transmission has been highly influential in linguistics, explaining language structure at a phonetic (Aylett & Turk, 2004),
morphological (Piantadosi, Tily, & Gibson, 2011), semantic (Kemp & Regier, 2012), and syntactic level (Gibson et al., 2013). Beyond structural properties, this information-theoretic approach also explains language use, providing normative and descriptive accounts for why speakers ought to convey meaning efficiently (Jaeger, 2010; Mahowald, Fedorenko, Piantadosi, & Gibson, 2013), and how listeners, by holding speakers accountable to this expectation, can go beyond literal meanings and infer things that were left unsaid (Grice, 1975). It follows from this view that if someone asked, “Could you pass me the blue bowl?”, we would assume that there is more than one bowl to choose from and that not all bowls are blue. Yet if there was only one bowl, the adjective blue would be redundant (as it would not preempt an ambiguity between several bowls) and the speaker would have failed to communicate efficiently.

This information-theoretic account has great explanatory power, yet it does not always map onto the experimental record. A large number of studies challenge in fact its most basic predictions: Speakers are often redundant or overspecific, using descriptive color adjectives that do not add necessary information (Arts, Maes, Noordman, & Jansen, 2011a, 2011b; Engelhardt, Bailey, & Ferreira, 2006; Engelhardt & Ferreira, 2014; Maes, Arts, & Noordman, 2004; Rubio-Fernandez, 2016, 2019; Sedivy, 2003, 2004; Van der Sluis & Krahmer, 2007). These unexpected results are normally taken to challenge the Gricean maxim of quantity, whereby speakers should not provide more information than is necessary for the purposes of the exchange (Grice, 1975). In response to this puzzle, some have argued that speakers use color adjectives without checking if they are necessary in the context (Belke, 2006; Belke & Meyer, 2002; Koolen, Gouldbeck, & Krahmer, 2013; Pechmann, 1989), or alternatively, that they do so strategically to preempt a possible ambiguity (Degen, Hawkins, Graf, Kreiss, & Goodman, 2020; Frank & Goodman, 2012; Hawkins, Gweon, & Goodman, 2020). Here we adopt the view that redundant color adjectives can facilitate the listener’s visual search for a referent, making their use rational and efficient.

In face-to-face interaction, a cooperative speaker should ensure that the listener not only identifies the referent, but also does so rapidly and easily in the visual context (Rubio-Fernandez, 2016, 2019). In this view, referential expressions ought to be analyzed in terms of efficiency, rather than purely in terms of informativity (see also Ramscar & Port, 2016). A referential expression’s efficiency depends not only on the likelihood of communicative success, but also on the processing effort it requires. Therefore, a color adjective may have informational value if it preempts an ambiguity between several competitors of the same kind (e.g., various bowls of different colors), but it may also have discriminatory value if it facilitates the listener’s visual search for the referent (e.g., if the bowl is the only blue object in the display; see Figure 1). Following the standard pragmatic view, we calculate informational value in relation to a referent’s competitors (as the degree to which the adjective resolves reference among objects of the same kind), whereas we calculate discriminatory value over the entire visual context (regardless of the category of the objects). Previous work has shown that discriminatory value can explain the production of redundant color adjectives (Rubio-Fernandez, 2016, 2019). Here we expand on this work to develop a theoretical account of referential efficiency that builds on informativity and visual search, and accounts for the incrementality of language processing.

If cooperative speakers aim to produce efficient referential expressions, they should be sensitive to the incremental nature of language processing, as it determines the order in which information becomes available to the listener. This is particularly important when considering cross-linguistic variation: in a language like English, for example, adjectives are encoded before the noun (e.g., “blue triangle”), whereas in languages like Spanish, they are encoded after the noun (e.g., “tríángulo azul”). That means that, in processing a color description, an English listener would search for the referent guided by the adjective (e.g., by color), whereas a Spanish listener would do so guided by the noun (e.g., by shape). Thus, in the same visual context, equivalent referential expressions in different languages can vary in their efficiency, depending on the visual search procedures they instantiate.

Our new account of communicative efficiency treats reference as a collaborative process (Clark & Marshall, 1981; Clark & Schaefer, 1989; Zipf, 1949; for a review of the rational speech act model of pragmatic reasoning, see Franke & Jäger, 2016; Goodman & Frank, 2016) and predicts cross-linguistic differences depending on word order. In the remainder of the article, we review how the notion of referential contrast—a key linguistic construct in analyses of overspecification—changes when considering the incrementality of language processing. We then turn to our theory and describe its tenets and cross-linguistic implications. Finally, we make an empirical contribution by testing our theory: we report a language-production experiment investigating how English and Spanish speakers use color adjectives depending on their word order and on the efficiency pressures of the task at hand, and two eye-tracking experiments investigating how adjective position af-
ffects the way listeners establish color contrast during language processing.

Reconceptualizing Contrast During Language Processing

According to the standard pragmatic view, the purpose of color adjectives is to help listeners distinguish between objects that belong to the same category (e.g., when referring to “the blue triangle” in Figure 2A, the function of blue is to distinguish, or contrast, the blue triangle from the red one). This contrast is called a pragmatic contrast because it requires that speakers engage in audience design and use a color adjective to preempt an ambiguity. When there are no objects of the same category as the target, a color adjective is therefore considered redundant or noncontrastive (see Figures 2B and 2C; Sedivy, 2003, 2004). However, from an incremental point of view, contrast can be established in two ways: within members of a category or across members of different categories (Rubio-Fernandez, 2016).

When English listeners process a description such as “the blue triangle,” their visual search for the referent is guided by color and refined by shape (i.e., they should look for a blue shape that is triangular), whereas when Spanish listeners process the mirror phrase “el triángulo azul,” their visual search is guided by shape and refined by color (i.e., they should look for a triangular shape that is blue). It follows from this basic difference that adjective position affects how listeners establish color contrast during processing: in hearing “the blue triangle” in Figure 2A, English listeners would first contrast blue versus nonblue items, regardless of their shape, while in hearing “el triángulo azul,” Spanish listeners would first contrast triangular versus nontriangular items, regardless of their color. Thus, given their word order, Spanish listeners are more likely to establish color contrast within a category (TRIANGLES > BLUE ONE), while English listeners would do so across categories (BLUE SHAPES > TRIANGULAR ONE).

The incrementality of language production and comprehension has been documented in psycholinguistic studies using real-time eye tracking (e.g., Brown-Schmidt & Konopka, 2008; Eberhard, Spivey-Knowlton, Sedivy, & Tanenhaus, 1995; Sedivy, 2003, 2004; Spivey, Tyler, Eberhard, & Tanenhaus, 2001). Some of these studies investigated the effect of pragmatic contrast on real-time adjective interpretation by presenting English listeners with two objects of the same color (e.g., a blue triangle and a blue square), only one of which had a contrast object in the display (e.g., a red triangle, but no other square; for a sample item, see the online supplemental material). In this visual context, English listeners were sometimes able to anticipate the noun by deriving a contrastive inference: They anticipated that blue was intended to preempt an ambiguity between the two triangles, rather than referring to the square (Aparicio, Xiang, & Kennedy, 2016; Rubio-Fernandez, Aparicio, Shukla, & Jara-Ettinger, 2020; Sedivy, 2003, 2004). In this paradigm, English listeners reveal sensitivity to pragmatic contrast during language processing, rather than establishing color contrast across categories, as we predict. However, pragmatic contrast does not trump incrementality altogether: Listeners’ initial search is nonetheless guided by the color adjective (i.e., they first identify the two blue shapes when hearing blue; see Rubio-Fernandez & Jara-Ettinger, 2020).

Whereas the incrementality of language production and comprehension have been amply documented, the implications of incremental processing for referential contrast have been overlooked in both pragmatics and psycholinguistics, despite their theoretical import: from an incremental processing perspective, redundant color adjectives in prenominal position are normally noncontrastive, but they establish contrast across categories (e.g., blue vs. nonblue shapes in Figures 2B and 2C). Under this view, prenominal color adjectives are noncontrastive only if they have no discriminatory value in the visual display (i.e., if they do not distinguish the target referent from any other object; see Figure 1). The incremental view therefore reconceptualizes what counts as a contrastive adjective.

Adopting an incremental perspective on color contrast results in a graded notion of efficiency that is sensitive to the discriminatory value of a color word in the entire visual space. This view of color contrast is different from the standard notion of pragmatic contrast, which applies within categories and treats all redundant uses as noncontrastive. One of the aims of the present study is to use eye tracking to evaluate the incremental view of color contrast against the canonical notion of pragmatic contrast during real-time language processing.

The graded notion of efficiency that we propose is also different from the standard notion of redundancy or overinformativity, which is based on pragmatic contrast. Adopting an incremental view of efficiency results in different and more nuanced empirical predictions for the production of color adjectives than the standard notion of overinformativity. Thus, whereas psycholinguistics research has long established the incremental nature of language production and comprehension, our account is the first to consider the implications of incrementality for referential contrast and efficiency.

The Incremental Efficiency Hypothesis

Because speech unfolds linearly, listeners interpret language incrementally (Eberhard et al., 1995; Spivey et al., 2001). We propose that speakers aim to produce referential expressions that are incrementally efficient for listeners. This is what we call the incremental efficiency hypothesis. This hypothesis has implications for both speakers and listeners. On the production side, the incremental efficiency hypothesis predicts that speakers will be sensitive to adjective position in so far as it affects the efficiency of the color cue for the listener’s visual search. On the comprehension side, the same hypothesis predicts that listeners will interpret language incrementally and efficiently, using color information as it becomes available during processing rather than necessarily establishing a pragmatic contrast between competitors of the same kind.

This incremental analysis makes different predictions from the standard global analysis (Engelhardt et al., 2006; Koolen et al., 2013; Sedivy, 2003, 2004; cf. Degen et al., 2020). From a global standpoint, the word blue is optimally informative in Figure 2A

1 The incremental view predicts that when English listeners process the color adjective in a postnominal relative clause (e.g., “The triangle that is blue”), they would establish color contrast within a category.
because it is necessary to distinguish the two triangles, but it is overinformative in Figures 2B and 2D because there is only one triangle in each display. From an incremental standpoint, however, the relative efficiency of blue should be evaluated based on the incomplete phrase “the blue . . .” rather than on the full phrase “the blue triangle.” Under this analysis, blue is now efficient in Figures 2A, 2C, and 2D because it secures unique reference for the listener, whereas it would be inefficient in 2B because it would create a temporary ambiguity between the blue triangle and the blue star.

From an incremental point of view, mentioning the color of the target triangle in displays 2A, 2C, and 2D would be more efficient than in 2B, yet this does not explain why referring to “the blue triangle” may be more efficient than referring to “the triangle” in displays 2C and 2D, given that both expressions secure unique reference incrementally, and the unmodified expression is shorter. Here we appeal to the relative efficiency of different visual search procedures. An extensive literature on visual cognition has shown that color is a highly salient cue for visual search, which plays a key role in object recognition (for a review and meta-analysis, see Bramão, Reis, Petersson, & Faísca, 2011). Psycholinguistic studies have revealed that properties such as color, size, and spatial position can reduce target identification times when used redundantly (Arts, Maes, Noordman, & Jansen, 2011a; Mangold & Pobel, 1988; Paraboni & Van Deemter, 2014; Paraboni, Van Deemter, & Masthoff, 2007; Sonnenschein & Whitehurst, 1982; Tourtouri, Delogu, Sikos, & Crocker, 2019). Rubio-Fernandez (2020) showed that searching by color in displays like 2A, 2C, and 2D is faster than searching by shape; in other words, participants were faster to identify “the blue star” than “the star.” However, as predicted by the incremental efficiency hypothesis, color does not always lead to more efficient visual search: in visual displays where color was not distinctive of the target (as in display 2B), participants were faster to process the shorter description because color created a temporary ambiguity that delayed target identification.

Language production studies also offer support to the incremental efficiency hypothesis. In polychrome displays where the color of the target is distinctive, participants tend to use redundant color adjectives; whereas in monochrome displays where color is a highly inefficient visual cue, they prefer minimal descriptions (Belke, 2006; Koolen et al., 2013; Long, Moore, Mollica, & Rubio-Fernandez, 2020; Rubio-Fernandez, 2016, 2019). We take the parallel results observed in reference production and comprehension studies as evidence that reference is a collaborative process (Clark & Marshall, 1981; Clark & Schaefer, 1989).

In summary, psycholinguistic studies have previously suggested that redundant adjectives can facilitate the listener’s visual search for a referent. Likewise, eye-tracking studies have also shown that language is interpreted incrementally. However, ours is the first pragmatic account to explain overspecification as resulting from efficiency pressures that are shaped by incrementality (see also Rubio-Fernandez & Jara-Ettinger, 2020). Another innovation with our account is that it predicts cross-linguistic differences in overspecification depending on adjective position. Current pragmatic theories and computational models of reference production have only been tested in languages like English or Dutch, which have prenominal adjectives (e.g., Degen et al., 2020; Sedivy, 2003, 2004; Van Gompel et al., 2019) and do not make different predictions for other languages. However, as we aim to show in this study, adjective position can affect the relative efficiency of a color modifier for visual search, affecting their production as a result.

**Cross-Linguistic Implications**

Because language is processed incrementally, the relative efficiency of color for visual search depends on the position of the color adjective relative to the noun it accompanies. Here we aimed to test the incremental efficiency hypothesis by comparing English and Spanish, which have reverse adjective-noun orders and should have reverse strategies to increase the efficiency of color for visual search.

We started by investigating the effect of adjective position on the use of redundant color adjectives. According to the incremental efficiency hypothesis, in languages like English, speakers often use redundant color adjectives to facilitate the listener’s visual search, allowing them to quickly identify the color-matching referent, even before they hear the noun (Rubio-Fernandez, 2020). However, in languages like Spanish, redundant color adjectives are less efficient because they are processed after the listener has begun searching for the noun. The incremental efficiency account therefore predicts that Spanish speakers should produce fewer redundant color adjectives than English speakers.

However, if this cross-linguistic difference is driven by efficiency pressures, the effect of adjective position should be modulated by the density of the display, with redundant color adjectives being generally more efficient in denser displays (e.g., Clarke, Elsner, & Rohde, 2013; Gatt, Krahmer, van Deemter, & van Gompel, 2017; Koolen, Krahmer, & Swerts, 2016; Paraboni et al., 2007; Rubio-Fernandez, 2019). Thus, in Figure 2C, a Spanish listener should be able to identify the target in hearing **triángulo**.
(making the ensuing adjective azul inefficient). However, in Figure 2D, the same listener would probably benefit from learning the color of the target since they are more likely to still be searching for it at the end of the noun. It follows from the incremental efficiency hypothesis that the difference in the production of redundant color adjectives between English and Spanish speakers should be reduced in denser displays. This twofold hypothesis was tested with native speakers of English and Spanish in Experiment 1.

We also investigated the effect of adjective position on visual search to establish the differential efficiency of prenominal and postnominal color adjectives. The incremental efficiency hypothesis is based on the incremental nature of language processing and the communicative pressures affecting interpretation. However, its predictions are not in line with the canonical notion of pragmatic contrast. From the standard pragmatic view, a cooperative speaker should use color adjectives to distinguish the target referent from other competitors of the same category, and that way preempt an ambiguity. However, whereas speakers of all languages may contrast a target referent with its category competitors to produce a sufficiently informative description, the incremental efficiency hypothesis predicts that in languages with prenominal adjectives, listeners will nonetheless establish color contrast across categories. That means that an English speaker may contrast the two triangles in Figure 2A to produce the unambiguous description ‘the blue triangle,’ but in processing this description, an English listener would contrast the blue shape against all the others, not necessarily establishing color contrast between the two triangles. On the other hand, the incremental efficiency hypothesis predicts that, in the same display, Spanish listeners will establish the intended pragmatic contrast between the two triangles, using the postnominal color adjective to disambiguate the description. In Experiment 2A, we used eye tracking to test the predictions of the incremental efficiency hypothesis against the canonical notion of pragmatic contrast.

To further investigate whether the pragmatic contrast intended by the speaker affects listeners’ processing of color adjectives, the Spanish listeners participated a second time in Experiment 2B, now completing the English version of the eye-tracking task. If the predicted cross-linguistic differences result from a pressure to communicate efficiently, they should be flexible, with Spanish listeners reversing their visual search strategy in English. However, if pragmatic contrast drives language interpretation (the same way it drives language production; see Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus, 2006; Davies & Kreysa, 2017), Spanish listeners should continue to suffer interference from the shape competitor when tested in English. That is, in processing the shape noun in “the blue triangle,” they should consider both triangles in Figure 2A. Given that the Spanish word order supports the canonical pragmatic contrast established within members of the same category (e.g., blue triangle vs. red triangle), it is possible that the frequency of this interpretation in Spanish introduces a bias when processing English as a second language. Such a bias, however, would not be efficient for visual search and would run counter to the incremental efficiency hypothesis.

Overall, empirical support for the above hypotheses would confirm that the redundant use of color adjectives is modulated by efficiency pressures on both speakers and listeners, rather than being pragmatically infelicitous (cf. Engelhardt et al., 2006; Engelhardt et al., 2011). Moreover, the predicted results would support the incremental efficiency hypothesis, according to which a referential expression’s efficiency should be calculated incrementally in relation to the entire visual context, rather than on the informativity of the full message.

Experiment 1

Method

Participants. A group of 22 undergraduates from University College London (UCL) and 22 undergraduates from the Universidad de las Islas Baleares (UIB; Spain) took part in Experiment 1, after institutional review board approval had been obtained from each university to conduct the study. All participants in the study signed an informed consent form at the start of the session and received debriefing at the end. The UCL undergraduates were native speakers of English and the UIB undergraduates were native speakers of Spanish. Both groups participated for monetary compensation. All participants reported having normal color vision.

Sample size was determined by the time available to collect data at UCL and UIB. A post hoc power analysis revealed power >0.9 for our key predictions (see the online supplemental material).

Materials and procedure. Materials for all three experiments are available at OSF (https://osf.io/9hw68/). Two types of displays were created, one for the Experiment (consisting of 20 displays of shapes) and another one for the participant (consisting of empty grids with a cross marking the position of the target in the Experiment’s display). The target shapes were the following: circle, cross, diamond, heart, oval, rectangle, square, triangle, star and sun; and came in the following colors: black, blue, brown, green, gray, orange, pink, purple, red, and yellow. Target position was counterbalanced across trials. The first block of trials consisted of 10 displays from the no competitor/four condition (NC/4; see Figure 2C) and the second block consisted of 10 displays from the no competitor/16 condition (NC/16; see Figure 2D), presented in the same random order.

The displays were shown on a computer monitor placed in front of the experimenter. The participant sat beside and behind the experimenter and their task was to ask the experimenter to click on the target shape in each trial. To determine which shape was the target, participants were given printouts of 20 empty grids with a cross indicating the position of the target in the experimenter’s display. The instructions stressed that the experimenter did not know which shape was the target in each trial, and that all shapes in the displays were different. It followed from this description that color adjectives would be redundant in all trials.

Participants were told that their responses would serve as control data in a study originally designed for children. This was done to avoid that participants may become self-conscious and start producing unnatural responses because of the simplicity of the task (this was observed in a pilot study where participants described the shapes in great detail). Participants’ requests were recorded and later coded as redundant or not redundant by two blind coders. Only referential expressions including both an adjective and a noun (e.g., “the blue triangle”) were coded as redundant. The task lasted less than 10 min.
Participants produced either minimal or modified descriptions (i.e., “the triangle” or “the blue triangle”). This type of response consistency is often observed in referential communication studies where participants tend to adopt different referential strategies (see Rubio-Fernandez, 2019; Tarenseken, Broersma, & Geurts, 2015). Figure 3 shows the percentage of times participants used color adjectives as a function of the number of shapes in the display. When there were only four shapes, English speakers used color adjectives 37.3% of the time (95% CI [18.2, 55.9]) whereas Spanish speakers used color adjectives only 2.73% of the time (95% CI [0, 5.0]), with these rates being reliably different (difference = 34.57%; 95% CI [14.09, 53.64]). In the display with 16 shapes, English speakers now produced color adjectives 80.5% of the time (95% CI [67.7, 95.9]), a reliably higher rate than their production in the 4-shape condition (difference = 43.18%; 95% CI [19.55, 68.18]).² Spanish speakers also produced more color adjectives in the 16-shape condition at 61.4% (95% CI [45.9, 77.7]), which was reliably higher than their production in the 4-shape condition (difference = 58.64%; 95% CI [42.72, 75.45]) but was no longer lower than the English speakers’ rate (difference = 19.09; 95% CI [−2.27, 40.9]).

We found similar results through a mixed-effects logistic regression predicting participant’s use of redundant color words as a function of language (dummy-coded, with English coded as 0 and Spanish as 1) and number of items in the display (4 vs. 16), with random intercepts and slopes (as a function of number of items) per subject (see the online supplemental material for details). Consistent with our main analyses, our regression showed that participants were more likely to use redundant color words as a function of the number of items in the visual display ($\beta = 0.57$, $p < .01$), and that Spanish speakers were less likely to use redundant color words ($\beta = −10.65$, $p < .05$). However, we did not find an interaction between language and number of items ($\beta = 0.47$, $p = .15$). This lack of a significant interaction shows that our model did not find evidence that the tendency to use more redundant color words in denser displays was stronger among Spanish speakers relative to English speakers. Note, however, that, in this experimental design, our theoretical predictions did not hinge on the existence or absence of an interaction.

The overall pattern of results from Experiment 1 was also visible at the subject-level. 50% ($n = 11$) of English speakers used more color adjectives in the 16-shape condition than in the four-shape condition, 50% ($n = 11$) used the same amount (8 of these participants used color adjectives in every trial of the four-shape block, making it impossible for them to use more color adjectives in the 16-shape block), and 0% used fewer color adjectives. Among Spanish speakers, 82% ($n = 18$) used more color adjectives in the 16-shape condition than in the 4-shape condition, 18% ($n = 4$) used an equal amount, and 0% used fewer color adjectives (for data visualizations, see the online supplemental material).

The results of Experiment 1 offered support to the incremental efficiency hypothesis, with both English and Spanish speakers producing redundant color adjectives to the extent that it would be efficient for the listener’s visual search. However, the question remains as to whether the cross-linguistic differences observed in language production are related to differences in language processing. Such a relation would support the view that reference is a collaborative process between speakers and listeners (Clark & Marshall, 1981; Rubio-Fernandez, 2016, 2019). The aim of Experiments 2A and 2B was to test the incremental efficiency hypothesis using eye tracking during language processing.

### Experiment 2A

#### Method

**Participants.** A new group of 25 undergraduates from each university took part in Experiment 2A. The UCL undergraduates were native speakers of English and the UIB undergraduates were native speakers of Spanish. Both groups participated for monetary compensation. All participants reported having normal color vision.

**Materials and procedure.** The visual materials consisted of 72 displays of four geometrical shapes, including 12 critical items from the shape competitor condition (SC; see Figure 2A), 12 from the color competitor condition (CC; see Figure 2B), and 48 fillers. Filler trials also included four geometrical shapes, but the target had both a shape and a color competitor (for a sample item from the two competitors condition, see the online supplemental material). This kind of displays has been used to investigate the derivation of contrastive inferences using long preview windows (Aparicio et al., 2016; Rubio-Fernandez et al., 2020; Rubio-Fernandez & Jara-Ettinger, 2020; Sedivy, 2003, 2004). Here, the two competitors condition was intended to add variability to the types of displays used in the study, rather than being a test of our main hypotheses (for analysis and discussion of the filler trials, see the online supplemental material).

The target shapes (two per critical condition) were as follows: circle, diamond, rectangle, square, star, and triangle; and the colors

![Figure 3. Average percentage of times speakers used redundant color adjectives in each language and condition (English to the left and Spanish to the right). Vertical bars show 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals. See the online article for the color version of this figure.](Image 50x579 to 286x715)
of the shapes were as follows: blue (2), brown, green (2), orange (2), pink (2), purple, red, and yellow. The position of the target and competitor shapes were counterbalanced across trials, and trials were randomized individually for each participant.

The displays were on the screen for 400 ms before the instructions started. This is a relatively short preview window, especially considering that launching a saccade takes 200 ms. This short preview window was intended to prevent participants from conceptualizing all the color shapes in the display prior to the start of the instruction, which would have allowed them to identify the target artificially fast.

All instructions were of the form “Click on the [COLOR ADJECTIVE + SHAPE NOUN]” or “Haz click en el [SHAPE NOUN + COLOR ADJECTIVE].” The instructions were recorded by male native speakers of British English and Castilian Spanish, respectively, who did not stress the adjectives contrastively. For data analysis, a critical time window was calculated for each instruction from the onset of the adjective until the offset of the noun in English, and from the onset of the noun until the offset of the adjective in Spanish. The structure of the time window resulted in an earlier disambiguation point in English than in Spanish in the shape competitor condition (because the adjective disambiguated the description), whereas it resulted in an earlier disambiguation point in Spanish than in English in the color competitor condition (because the noun disambiguated the description). The mean duration of the critical time window was 743 ms in English (range = 630–891) and 996 ms in Spanish (range = 841–1,219). We decided on this time window because its structure is parallel in the two languages and would allow observing an early effect of adjective position. We did not use response times to calculate individual time windows because it introduced the issue of having longer time-windows in conditions with an interfering competitor.

Participants were told that they were going to listen to a series of instructions to click on different geometrical shapes and their task was to click on the target as fast and accurately as possible. All participants were first presented with four displays that served as warm-up trials, followed by the remaining 68 trials in a random order. In between trials, participants had to click on a cross in the center of the screen to move on to the next trial. This ensured that participants’ gaze and the mouse cursor were always in the center of the screen at the start of each trial.

Predictions. According to the standard pragmatic view, color adjectives should distinguish objects of the same kind. The incremental efficiency hypothesis predicts that Spanish listeners will indeed establish color contrast within a category, contrasting both triangles in Figure 2A when searching for “el triángulo azul,” for example. However, in the same display, English listeners should identify the target in hearing “blue,” not considering the second triangle when processing the noun. Likewise, because English listeners establish color contrast across categories, when they search for “the blue triangle” in Figure 2B, the blue star should interfere with their visual search. In the same display, however, Spanish listeners should identify the target in hearing triángulo, disregarding the other blue shape when processing the color adjective.

Results

Eye-tracking data were standardely corrected by +200 ms in both experiments in order to account for the time it takes to launch a saccade. Figure 4 shows the percentage of fixations over time. As predicted, English listeners fixated more on the target when there was a shape competitor (53.9%; 95% CI [49.2, 58.6]) than when there was a color competitor (42.1%; 95% CI [39.2, 45.1]), with a reliable difference between the two conditions (Target advantage in CC = 11.8%; 95% CI [6.05, 17.43]). By contrast, Spanish listeners fixated less on the target when there was a shape competitor (40.5%; 95% CI [37.4, 43.6]) than when there was a color competitor (52.5%; 95% CI [48.8, 56.0]), also revealing a significant difference (Target advantage in SC = 12%; 95% CI [7.07, 16.63]). Consistent with this, English listeners fixated more on the target than Spanish listeners did when there was a shape competitor (Difference = 13.4%; 95% CI [7.58, 19.07]), whereas Spanish listeners fixated more on the target than English listeners did when there was a color competitor (Difference = 10.4; 95% CI [5.59, 15.05]).

We further confirmed these results through a mixed-effects logistic regression predicting participant fixations to the target as a function of time, language, and condition (with all their interactions). Time was centered and divided by two times the standard deviation (Gelman & Hill, 2006), and language and condition were sum-coded (English coded as 0.5 and Spanish as −0.5; shape competitor condition coded as 0.5 and color competitor condition as −0.5). We also included random intercepts as a function of participant and random intercepts and time slopes as a function of item (the maximal model that converged; see the online supplemental material for full details). Consistent with our hypothesis, we found a significant interaction between condition and language (β = 1.18; p < .0001), and a significant interaction between condition, language, and time (β = 1.78; p < .0001), showing that English speakers in the shape competitor condition and Spanish speakers in the color competitor condition were faster to identify the target relative to English speakers in the color competitor condition and Spanish speakers in the shape competitor condition (see the online supplemental material for full regression tables).

Fixations on the competitor also supported the incremental efficiency hypothesis (for data visualizations, see the online supplemental material), with Spanish listeners suffering more interference from the shape competitor relative to English listeners (Interference difference = 21.7%; 95% CI [18.13, 25.23]). By contrast, English listeners suffered more interference from the color competitor relative to Spanish listeners (Interference difference = 15.4%; 95% CI [12,14, 18.86]).

The interaction between language and competitor type in the looking patterns also appeared at the subject-level (see Figure 5). Of English listeners, 88% (n = 22) fixated more on the target when there was a shape competitor than when there was a color competitor, whereas 88.5% (n = 23) of Spanish listeners fixated more on the target when there was a color competitor than when there was a shape competitor. The results of competitor interference were consistent with this, 92% (n = 23) of English listeners fixated more on the competitor when it was a color match than when it was a shape match, whereas 100% (n = 26) of Spanish listeners fixated more on the competitor when it was a shape match than when it was a color match.

The results of Experiment 2A replicate previous findings in English and extend them in a cross-linguistic comparison: Both English and Spanish listeners identified the target as soon as they had sufficient information to do so, not suffering interference from competitors past the disambiguation point in the instructions. This
confirms that participants in both language groups interpreted language incrementally and efficiently (see Eberhard et al., 1995; Spivey et al., 2001). In addition, the results support the incremental efficiency hypothesis, with English listeners establishing color contrast across categories, whereas Spanish listeners do so within a category.

The results of Experiment 2A confirm that pragmatic contrast, which is supposed to be established between category competitors, does not drive language processing, at least not the way it drives language production (with speakers relying on pragmatic contrast to produce sufficiently informative descriptions; see Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus, 2006; Davies & Kreysa, 2017).

### Experiment 2B

#### Method

**Participants.** The same group of 25 undergraduates from UIB who took part in the Spanish version of Experiment 2A were tested again in the English version immediately after. Participants had not been told about this second task before performing the first. All participants in Experiment 2B reported having an intermediate level of English and none reported speaking English natively. One of the participants did not perform the second task because they did not feel comfortable being tested in English.

**Materials and procedure.** The same English materials and procedure used in Experiment 2A were used again in Experiment 2B.

**Predictions.** According to the standard pragmatic view, color adjectives should be used to preempt an ambiguity between potential referents of the same kind, being otherwise redundant. If the canonical notion of pragmatic contrast drives not only language production, but also language comprehension, Spanish listeners should consider both competitors in the shape competitor condition when tested in English. However, according to the incremental efficiency hypothesis, listeners should identify a referent as soon as they have enough information to do so. This means that Spanish listeners should reverse their visual search when tested in English and establish color contrast across categories.

#### Results

In contrast to the results of Experiment 2A, Spanish listeners’ looking pattern was reversed when tested in English (see Figure 3). Participants in Experiment 2B fixated more on the target when there was a shape competitor (55.6%; 95% CI [52.4, 59.1]) relative to when there was a color competitor (40.3%; 95% CI [37.2, 43.6]), with a reliable difference between conditions (Target advantage in SC = 15.3%; 95% CI [10.75, 19.98]). This pattern was reliably different from their looking pattern when tested in Spanish, both when there was a shape competitor (Spanish tested in
Spanish vs. in English: Difference in SC = 15.1%; 95% CI [10.58, 19.63]) and a color competitor (Spanish tested in Spanish vs. in English: Difference in CC = 12.2%; 95% CI [7.29, 16.94]). Consistent with this, participants’ looking pattern was no longer different from that of English listeners when there was a shape competitor (Spanish tested in English vs. English listeners: Difference in SC = 1.7%; 95% CI [−3.97, 7.78]) or when there was a color competitor (Spanish tested in English vs. English listeners: Difference in CC = −1.8%; 95% CI [−6.14, 2.74]). Similarly, Spanish listeners’ interference was reversed when tested in English (for data visualizations, see the online supplemental material). Participants now showed increased interference from the color competitor (Interference increase in CC = 18.5%; 95% CI [15.51, 21.81]) and reduced interference from the color competitor (Interference decrease in SC = 20.3%; 95% CI [17.08, 23.57]).

These results were consistent with those from a mixed-effects logistic regression where we compared Spanish speaker’s fixations to the target when tested in English and in Spanish. In this regression we predicted participant fixations to the target as a function of time, language, and condition (with all their interactions). All variables were coded in the same way as the regression analysis in Experiment 2A. We also included random intercepts, time slopes, and condition slopes as a function of participants, and random intercepts and time slopes as a function of item (the maximal model that converged; see the online supplemental material for full details). We found a significant interaction between condition and language (β = 1.35, p < .0001), and a significant interaction between condition, language, and time (β = 1.55, p < .0001), showing that Spanish speakers were faster in the shape competitor condition when tested in English, and faster in the color competitor condition when tested in Spanish (see the online supplemental material for full regression tables).

The interaction between language and competitor type in the looking patterns also appeared at the subject-level (see Figure 5). 96% (n = 24) of Spanish listeners tested in English fixated more on the target when there was a shape competitor than when there was a color competitor. The results of competitor interference were consistent with the following: 100% (n = 25) of Spanish listeners tested in English fixated more on the competitor when it was a color match than when it was a shape match.

The results of Experiment 2B confirm that pragmatic contrast does not drive the processing of prenominal color adjectives, not even when listeners are used to processing color adjectives in postnominal position and establish color contrast within a category in their mother tongue.

**General Discussion**

Here we presented and tested an incremental account of communicative efficiency, whereby speakers of different languages exploit word order to coordinate more efficiently. Supporting the incremental efficiency hypothesis, English speakers produced more redundant color adjectives than Spanish speakers when referring to shapes in sparse displays (where prenominal color adjectives are more efficient than postnominal color adjectives), but both groups did so more frequently and to comparable rates in denser displays (where the listener’s search for the referent was harder and both types of adjectives would be efficient).

Further supporting the incremental efficiency hypothesis, our eye-tracking results revealed that the visual search for a referent was guided by color and refined by shape in English, whereas the search for the same referent was guided by shape and refined by color in Spanish. Importantly, the Spanish listeners reversed their visual search strategy when retested in English immediately after,
showing efficient incremental processing, rather than a native bias to establish a pragmatic contrast between entities of the same kind when processing color adjectives.

It must be noted, however, that the cross-linguistic differences observed in both the production and comprehension of color adjectives do not support linguistic determinism (Whorf as cited in Carroll, 1956). Spanish speakers did not produce more redundant color adjectives than English speakers across all visual contexts, nor did they establish color contrast within a category regardless of the language they were processing. We therefore conclude that English and Spanish speakers did not reveal “differently structured minds” (Pinker, 2007) but flexible effects of word order driven by efficiency pressures.

Our results inform psycholinguistic analyses of the use and comprehension of color adjectives. Continuous eye-tracking measures revealed that Spanish listeners established color contrast within a category (TRIANGLES > BLUE ONE), whereas English listeners did so across categories (BLUE SHAPES > TRIANGULAR ONE). This difference highlights the importance of adopting an incremental perspective when studying communicative efficiency. Thus, the idea that redundant color adjectives exploit color contrast across categories challenges the general view that they are noncontrastive (Sedivy, 2003, 2004) and explains why redundant color adjectives can facilitate the listener’s visual search for a referent (Arts et al., 2011a; Mangold & Pobel, 1988; Paraboni & Van Deemter, 2014; Paraboni et al., 2007; Rubio-Fernandez, 2020; Sonnenschein & Whitehurst, 1982) and be efficient (Rubio-Fernandez, 2016, 2019), rather than being pragmatically infelicitous (Engelhard et al., 2006, 2011).

Our results are also relevant to computational models of reference generation, which so far have only been developed to account for data with languages with a high degree of nominalization (e.g., Dale & Reiter, 1995; Degen et al., 2020; Frank & Goodman, 2012; Van Deemter et al., 2012; Van Gompel et al., 2019). However, languages where adjectives preceed nouns are a minority, with most world languages positioning their adjectives after their nouns (Dryer, 2013). Like pragmatic theories, computational models may not have looked at reference from a cross-linguistic perspective because pragmatics is supposed to apply above and across all languages and communicative situations. However, our research shows that, like other language components, pragmatics is affected by incrementality constraints and efficiency pressures, also requiring a cross-linguistic investigation (see also Rubio-Fernandez & Jara-Ettinger, 2020).

Importantly, incrementality is not the only factor that affects the production of redundant color adjectives. The discriminability of the referent and the density of the display have been shown to affect color overspecification (Rubio-Fernandez, 2019), as well as the typicality of the color (with atypical colors being used redundantly more often than typical colors; Rubio-Fernandez, 2016; Sedivy, 2003; Westerbeek, Koolen, & Maes, 2015) and the lexical category of the noun (with clothes eliciting higher rates of redundant color adjectives than geometrical shapes; Rubio-Fernandez, 2016, 2019). In addition, not all adjectives are equally efficient in nominal position: Scalar adjectives are more context-dependent than color adjectives because of their relational semantics (Kennedy, 1999, 2007; Kennedy & McNally, 2005), resulting in higher processing costs that may not justify their overspecification (for eye-tracking evidence, see Aparicio et al., 2016; Rubio-Fernandez et al., 2020). Likewise, material adjectives are not as visually salient as color adjectives, being less efficient when used redundantly (Jara-Ettinger & Rubio-Fernandez, 2020). We therefore see overspecification as a multifaceted phenomenon determined not only by informativity considerations, but by the complex interaction of pragmatic, semantic, and perceptual factors during speaker–listener coordination.

Regarding informativity, our results challenge the standard notion of redundancy or overinformativeness, which is based on pragmatic contrast. According to the standard view, color adjectives are used contrastively to distinguish objects of the same kind, being used redundantly otherwise. Whereas speakers of all languages may indeed contrast objects of the same kind in order to produce sufficiently informative descriptions of an intended referent (see Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus, 2006; Davies & Kreysa, 2017), our eye-tracking results show that pragmatic contrast does not drive language processing (although in some visual contexts, listeners can show sensitivity to pragmatic contrast under specific conditions; see the online supplemental material). Instead, our findings confirm that incrementality and efficiency determine how listeners establish color contrast during processing (i.e., within a category or across categories), whereas the canonical notion of pragmatic contrast does not always constrain processing.

Our results are relevant for pragmatic theories of referential communication since it has been argued that the redundant use of color adjectives results from speakers’ failure to take the listener’s perspective (for discussion, see Arnold, 2008; Davies & Arnold, 2019). However, if listeners establish color contrast incrementally and assign reference to an expression as soon as they have enough information to do so (rather than necessarily establishing a pragmatic contrast between category competitors), then redundant color adjectives are not “egocentric” or “noncontrastive,” but may in fact be rational, cooperative and efficient (Grice, 1975).

To conclude, our results confirm that speaker–listener coordination is subject to efficiency pressures that affect the production and processing of redundant color adjectives, supporting an incremental view of communicative efficiency. Moreover, these findings highlight the importance of cross-linguistic research for developing nuanced pragmatic theories and computational models that explain how language users maximize communicative efficiency given the constraints and affordances of their languages.
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